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BLOG 8 – TEAM BRUNEL IN
THE ARC
Speeding through the night, unreal, sometimes scary.. some thoughts crossing my

mind in the very early hours of this Monday.

Navimessi 

When Navigation lights were switched on last night the Navigation system decided

to quit. No light, no data, no wind information. Mmm kinda nasty, to say the least.

When toddling along with 5 knots it also really bothers you. However at 27kn wind (

that is lots of those Beauforts) with a boat at topspeeds of 50km/hr in another pitch

black moonless evening you are all of a sudden confronted with a potentially

pretty dangerous situation. So what to do? Well , go on Rockypilot, i.e. put Rokas at

the wheel and let him do what he does naturally, feel boat, feel wave, and steer

towards the finish. I guess you could even blindfold him and he would still get it

right, and fast, furiously fast. Than have Jens digging through the boat to find the

cause of the blow-out, Tomas preparing the emergency lighting and Johnny and

Gideon analyse what readings make sense, and what numbers are complete

baloney. Ok, the compasses are out of business. A vital instrument to calculate true

wind angles and many more things. An old school compass gets mounted next to

Rocky and captain Ron a.k.a. Flying Indian next to him to assist reading and

checking in the stormy wind and as ever bathtubs of water being thrown at you on

deck at all times.

The last day 

Unreal as I said before, but intense and overwhelming. We hope to arrive by

dinnertime in St. Lucia (? Fingers X-ed, no more surprises please). 8 days crossing

an Ocean, the bucketlist highlight for many of us. Almost emotional. We’ve all

grown in our role, 5 pro’s who knew the drill. 10 sailors who put ‘helmsman’ as their

best skill on board.. Interesting challenge for skipper Johnny and his team. But no

conflicts whatsoever, 

just live the passion – live a dream and accept that things are different than at

home or on your own boats, and go with the watchsystem, follow the

watchleaders guidance and advice in sailing and practical tips. We’ll know by



tonight what the results are gonna be. 

Did we beat the Leopard of London’s record? Is the gap between us and our

competitors big enough to secure a class win? Maybe even overall? In the end that

all would be great fun but more importantly, we did what we came to do, join the

crew, prepare to the best you could, commit yourself entirely to the team and than

experience the absoluteness of 

crossing an ocean with a great crew and a fantastic yacht!

Your OBR a.i. Koen


